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ABSTRACT 

Nondestructive Structural Mapping Using iOS Application Sonar 

Michael Corrigan 

Department of Physics  

Bachelor of Science  

A sonar-based iOS application to detect studs in a residential home is being developed using the 

Swift AVFoundation library. The application uses the iPhone’s loud speaker and microphone to 

emit and detect reflected sound waves. Two approaches were considered to model sound 

propagation. In the resonance frequency approach, standing wave frequencies of the dominate 

modes for a three dimensional box between two standard residential studs were predicted using 

Mathematica. A thin film approach was taken to predict constructive and destructive interference 

frequencies, calculated using the speed of sound in gypsum board. The absorption and reflection 

coefficients of gypsum board were calculated from a determined value of impedance. Reflected 

and transmitted intensities of sound propagation were predicted. Preliminary data of frequency 

dependent intensity was acquired with Audacity software and an iPhone 5s loud speaker. Future 

research includes continued analysis of the iPhone’s microphone sensitivity and a comparative 

study of the effectiveness of the sonar stud-finding application with magnetometer-based iOS 

stud-finding applications and with capacitive stud finders.  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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1   Available Hardware
The iPhone 5s is equipped with many different items of hardware that have been engineered to 

perform a variety of tasks. In July, 2008 Apple Inc. made the iOS platform open source for third 

party developers to create applications that could take advantage of the iPhone’s capabilities. 

These applications are available to all owners of an iOS device via the App Store. The App Store 

currently has nine apps that claim they can detect studs in a wall using the iPhone[1]. These apps 

all use a built-in magnetometer that detects changes in an induced magnetic field. An exhaustive 

list to date of these apps is shown in Table 1.1. 

  

�1

Table 1.1 iOS Magnetometer Applications
Application Name Price

Stud Find FREE

StudFinder Professional $2.99

RYOBI Phone Works FREE

Free Metal Detector FREE

StudFinder Tool $2.99

StudMeter $0.99

Metal Detector PRO $2.99

Magnetic Anomaly Detector $0.99

idiy $2.99



Applications that detect studs with the iPhone’s magnetometer are using only one item of 

hardware equipped on the iPhone that can assist a user in locating studs. The iPhone has useful 

hardware other than the magnetometer including a loudspeaker, microphone, and a Wifi and two 

Bluetooth 4.0 antennas. The loudspeaker and microphone could pair together and use sonar to 

identify varying density between wood and air. The Bluetooth and Wifi antennas may be capable 

of doing a similar thing with an electromagnetic wave rather than a sound wave. All three of 

these techniques could be combined to produce a more versatile application. Each of these 

methods have their own strengths and weaknesses for performing the task of locating studs in a 

wall.  

1.2   Abilities And Limitations
Hardware Store Stud Finder 

The traditional method of finding studs is the stud-finder device that can be purchased at any 

hardware store. The hardware store stud finders detect changes in capacitance. Two spaced 

electric leads create a capacitance, similar to a parallel plate capacitor. The stud finder measures 

the dielectric constant between the two leads. When the stud finder is over gypsum board it 

measures one value, and when it is over gypsum board and a stud it measures another. This is a 

very good method for detecting studs. However, this method lacks the convenience of having a 

stud finder with you all of the time and requires that you make a physical trip to the hardware 

store. An application requires just a virtual visit to the App Store. For this reason alternative 

methods have been pursued using the hardware equipped on the iPhone. 

Strengths: Reliable and accurate.   

Weaknesses: Inconvenient and requires a separate device that performs only one function. 
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iPhone Magnetometer 

The applications that use the magnetometer indirectly detect studs by measuring a variance in an 

induced magnetic field from nails and screws in the studs. 

Strength: Nails and screws provide a very detectable change in the induced magnetic field from 

the iPhone.  

Weaknesses: This is an indirect detection of the studs. The nails and screws are not everywhere 

along the stud, so this method requires a lot of vertical scanning with the iPhone. Also, electrical 

wires carrying current will cause interference. 

iPhone Bluetooth & Wifi (Electromagnetic Wave) 

The iPhone is equipped with two Bluetooth antennas, Class 2, and Class 3. The more powerful 

Class 2 has a range of up to approximately 10 meters [2]. Bluetooth was the original focus of 

research due to its 2.400 to 2.485 GHz range of frequencies that are commonly known to 

penetrate household walls. One familiar application of Bluetooth’s transmittance capability is 

found in a household internet router. The Wifi antenna uses similar frequencies to Bluetooth and 

also uses the 5GHz band. This direction of research was quickly abandoned when knowledge of 

Apple’s restrictions on Bluetooth/Wifi access was obtained. It did not seem feasible to make a 

Bluetooth or Wifi enabled stud-finding application without access to the signal intensity from the 

antennas. 

Strength: Electromagnetic waves penetrate walls with high transmission rates. 

Weaknesses: There may not be enough reflection from the wave for the iPhone antennas to 

detect. Apple restrictions on Bluetooth signal intensity data. 
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Acoustic 

An acoustic approach to finding studs has long been used. The poor man method of tapping on 

the wall with an ear pressed against it is still used today. This method is sometimes useful 

depending on the wall and your hearing capability. As you move your tapping hand across the 

wall you can sometimes very clearly hear a change in pitch as you go from no stud to stud or visa 

versa. A higher pitch occurs when tapping over a stud. Although you can often distinguish 

between these two pitches, this method is not very precise and leaves too large a margin of error 

for most applications. 

Tapping 

Strength: This method requires no devices. 

Weakness: This method is highly inaccurate. 

iPhone Loudspeaker And Microphone (Sonar) 

The loudspeaker and microphone both located on the bottom edge of the iPhone provide a means 

to use sonar for stud detection. The loudspeaker can emit a known frequency at a set amplitude 

and the microphone can listen for reflected sound waves and determine intensity data. 

Strength: Direct detection of stud. This method will work in locations where there are no nails 

or screws present eliminating the need for vertical scanning with the iPhone. 

Weaknesses: This method requires use of the iPhone’s loudspeaker which is optimized for 

audible sound. This means that the user must endure an emitted sound from the loudspeaker 

while using the iPhone to detect a stud. The user must also have a controlled environment with 

constant or no sound interference when searching for a stud. In addition to the potentially non-
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enjoyable sound, the geometry of the wall as well as the materials the wall is made of play a 

critical role in the ability of the iPhone to differentiate between studs and other materials. 

A sonar approach to finding studs with the iPhone has never been attempted previously. This 

method is the subject of this research. 

1.3   Background

Figure 1.1, is an example of a standing wave. Nodes are found when kx is an integer multiple of 

π or where the amplitude of the wave is at a minimum. Nodes do not move, and have minimum 

oscillation. The points where kx is a half-integer multiple of π are called anti-nodes. The anti-

nodes in Figure 1.1 are scaled to oscillate between -1 and 1. These points have the largest 

amplitude of oscillation. The identifying characteristic of standing waves is that the position of 

nodes and antinodes are constant.  

     Figure 1.1: Stationary wave. 

Sound waves are often called compression waves because there are points where a higher 

concentration of matter is found as the wave propagates through a medium [3]. The velocity is a 
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very important characteristic of sound waves. The velocity of a sound wave is largely determined 

by the medium in which it travels. This is mathematically described as 

           

          (1) 

  

where 𝝊 is the speed of sound in a medium with density 𝜌 and Bulk Modulus K. A sound wave 

will travel faster in a lower density gas, or if the wave is traveling through a solid it will travel 

faster if the solid has a stiffer elasticity or higher Bulk Modulus. The impedance of a material is 

also directly affected by the density. The impedance is important because it determines the 

reflected and transmitted intensities of the sound wave which is the primary consideration in this 

research. 

1.4   Goal
The purpose of this research is to develop a sonar-based stud-finding application for the iPhone. 

The focus is on the most optimal frequency that the iPhone’s loudspeaker is capable of emitting 

that will assist the microphone in detecting a stud. The sound wave must leave the loudspeaker, 

travel through a sheet of gypsum board, reflect off the surface of a wood stud, and travel back 

through the gypsum board returning to the iPhone’s microphone. 
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

2.1   Two Methods
There are two main methods pursued in this research; standing waves to create resonance, and 

sound wave interference. Reflection and transmission intensities were also investigated to better 

understand sound penetration through gypsum board. Each method was pursued with the goal of 

identifying the best approach to detecting a variance in density when traversing a wall with the 

iPhone Loud Speaker. Apple’s engineers have optimized the iPhone’s loudspeaker for audible 

sound. Therefore, only audible frequencies [3] from the loudspeaker are experimentally 

investigated for transmittance through gypsum board. 

2.2   Standing Waves
Standing waves are created by the superposition of two waves creating a single stationary wave 

that contains nodes (points where matter has minimum oscillation) and antinodes. Modes 

describe the number of wavelengths that are found in a standing wave. The first few modes of 

vibration are the most dominant. Standing wave frequencies for a three dimensional box are 

obtained using 

 "     (2) 
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where n1, n2, and n3 are the modes of each of the three dimensions and L1, L2, and L3 correspond 

to the length of each dimension [4][5]. Standing waves were originally thought to be a great 

route to pursue because the iPhone microphone could detect an increase in amplitude from the 

resonance created between two studs. However, this method was executed with the simplifying 

assumption that there is no fiberglass insulation between the studs which is only true for some 

walls. Therefore, the frequencies obtained using this method cannot be accepted with any 

confidence for insulated walls. 

2.3   Reflection And Transmission 

Insulated walls absorb much of the energy from transmitted sound waves. The high energy 

absorption is accomplished by reflecting sound waves in all directions scattering the sound wave 

off of fiberglass particles in the insulation. It was therefore theorized that detecting a peak in 

amplitude when traversing the wall should identify a stud. The impedance of each medium can 

be used to calculate the absorption and reflection intensities. The impedance of a plane wave is 

found by             

          (3) 

where 𝜌 is the density of the medium the wave is traveling through and c is the speed of sound in 

that medium [7]. The sound wave can be treated as a plane wave due to the normal incidence to 

the wall. With an impedance value for each medium the sound wave propagates through, a ratio 

of the reflected intensity over the original intensity from a source is calculated using  
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          (4) 

This shows that sound traveling from a medium with low impedance to a medium with high 

impedance will be mostly reflected. The ratio of the transmitted intensity over the original 

intensity from the source is calculated using 

  

          (5) 

These ratios require accurate values for the impedance of each medium. This means obtaining 

better values for the speed of sound in and the density of gypsum board. The speed of sound can 

be measured with a sound source, microphone, signal generator, oscilloscope, anechoic chamber, 

and gypsum sample. The signal generator simultaneously sends a known frequency to the 

speaker and oscilloscope. The oscilloscope can then compare the signal from the generator and 

the microphone. A phase shift will be observed with a value determined by the medium or media 

in the path of the sound wave from the speaker to microphone. The phase shift will also change 

depending on the distance between the speaker and microphone. This phase shift represents a 

period 𝚫𝑡 in which the signal from the microphone differs from the signal from the generator. 

The 𝚫𝑡 and known thickness of the gypsum sample are then used to calculate a velocity of sound 

within the sample. 
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2.4   Thin Film Interference 

The frequencies that would produce constructive or destructive interference for a sound wave 

striking gypsum board over a stud can be determined by treating the gypsum board as a thin film.  

  Figure 2.1 Left: Incident wave strikes gypsum board over insulation.  
        Right: Incident wave strikes gypsum board over a stud. 

The goal then becomes for the iPhone microphone to detect an increase or decrease in relative 

amplitude when over a stud. Figure 2.1 shows two scenarios: an incident wave striking gypsum 

board over insulation, and a wave striking gypsum board over a stud. An increase in amplitude 

when over a stud would be expected for insulated walls while both an increase or a decrease 

could be found for non-insulated walls when using this method for detection. 
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2.5   Application Development 

Determining the most optimal frequencies for a sonar-based stud-finding application requires 

that an iOS application that can play all audible frequencies be created for testing. This 

preliminary application allows testing for any hardware limitations that may exist with the 

iPhone. The application follows the user diagram in Figure 2.2. 

    Figure 2.2: “Frequency” user diagram. 

When this diagram is read left to right it states that a user can play a frequency once a frequency 

has been selected, and a frequency can only be selected once the application has started. Figure 

2.3 and Figure 2.4 are the state diagrams that follow the user diagram shown above. 

    Figure 2.3: “Start Up” state diagram. 
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    Figure 2.4: “Select/Play” state diagram. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

3.1   Standing Waves
The frequencies which would produce standing waves within a three-dimensional box created 

between two studs have been identified using equation (2). This data is shown in Table B.1 and 

Table B.2  of Appendix B for interior and exterior walls respectfully. The stud box in the interior 

wall that was used in this research had dimensions of 37cm x 9cm x 226cm. The stud box in the 

exterior wall that was used in this research had dimensions of 37cm x 14cm x 217cm. The 

frequencies in tables B.1 and B.2 will theoretically yield the most prominent amplitude response 

increasing the likelihood of detection by the iPhone microphone. Figure 3.3 shows the 

distribution of frequencies in increasing order for the first 6 modes of vibration for each of the 

three dimensions. There are resonant frequencies that are shared between these two differently 

sized walls. The frequencies group together because of the modes of vibration. It is interesting to 

note the increasing difference between the groups of frequencies from the interior and exterior 

walls. Figures 3.2 and 3.4 show the frequency gaps more clearly with a stacked view of the 

groups of frequencies. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show all of the frequencies in the audible range that 

produce standing waves in the two walls. The higher frequencies became present with high 

modes of vibration. However, we are not concerned with higher modes of vibration since they 

are significantly less prevalent. 
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Figure 3.1: All standing wave frequencies in the audible range for an interior and exterior  wall.  

Figure 3.2: All standing wave frequencies in the audible range for an interior wall stacked. 
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 Figure 3.3: Standing wave frequencies of the first six modes of vibration for an interior  
 and exterior wall.  

 Figure 3.4: Standing wave frequencies of the first six modes of vibration for an interior  
 and exterior wall shown stacked separately and then together. 
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3.2   Reflection And Transmission
The density of gypsum board varies between different thicknesses of board. Thicknesses of ⅜”, 

½”, ⅝” are commonly used in construction today. The most common thickness for residential 

walls is ½”. Even within a single sheet of ½” gypsum board the density can vary in the range of 

approximately 300 to 800 kg/m3. In the best case scenario for maximum sound transmission 

through gypsum board a density value of 300 kg/m3 yields a reflection of more than 99.7% of the 

original intensity of the sound wave. This was calculated using values of 1.27 kg/m3 for the 

density of air, 331 m/s for the velocity of sound in air (at STP), and 2500 for the velocity of 

sound in gypsum. The values used for air are extremely accurate and have been verified in many 

different instances of scientific work. Lowering the density value for gypsum board increases the 

sound transmission calculation. However, gypsum board is still at least 230 times more dense 

than air. Therefore, it is expected that most all of the sound wave will be reflected at the first 

surface of the gypsum board. The speed of sound value for gypsum board also has a great affect 

on the reflection and transmission of incident sound waves. If the speed of sound in gypsum 

board is allowed to range between 2500 and 6800 m/s along with our range of density, the sound 

wave reflection falls between 99.7% and 99.9%. This calculation does not take into account any 

frequency dependance that is associated with transmission loss[10]. An experiment has been 

conducted in this research to verify the speed of sound in gypsum board. 
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3.3   Speed of Sound in Gypsum
It is important to have a  confident value for the speed of sound in a given medium when 

determining the frequencies which would produce constructive or destructive interference. One 

way of calculating the speed of sound [8] in gypsum board is given by the following equation 

        (6) 

where 𝜌 is a directly measured value for the density of gypsum board, Y is Young' s Modulus, 

and v is Poisson' s ratio (the ratio between the fraction of expansion and the fraction of 

compression for a given material under stress) [9]. Current values suggest that the speed of sound 

in gypsum board is 5559m/s. With this value for the speed of sound in gypsum board, at least 

99.8% of the original intensity of the sound wave is reflected. These calculations result in no 

frequencies within the human hearing range that would produce constructive or destructive 

interference. The experiment outlined in section 2.3 was conducted to attempt verification of this 

value. When the microphone was placed ¼ wavelength from the speaker the oscilloscope showed 

the expected result of the input ¼ wavelength out of phase. When a 16mm thick gypsum board 

was inserted between the speaker and microphone the oscilloscope showed the microphone input 

to be an additional ¼ wavelength out of phase. This phase shift of ¼ wavelength was observed 

when a 400 Hz sound wave struck the gypsum board at normal incidence. 𝚫𝑡 for this frequency 

is ¼ the period or 1/1600 of a second. The speed of sound computes to be an impossible value 

with these measurements. It is likely that additional wavelength shifts were present and not able 

to be observed with the oscilloscope. It is also possible that unwanted reflections were present in 
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the experiment. A future experiment should be conducted with a better anechoic chamber that is 

sufficient to reduce interfering reflected waves from entering the microphone. It would also help 

to construct a sealed box around the sound source so as to ensure that the sound waves entering 

the microphone have traveled through the gypsum board and not around it. 

3.4   iOS Application
The Swift programming language, created by Apple Inc., was introduced in June 2014. Swift 

uses existing Objective-C libraries created for iOS and OS X platforms. The language is 

available with Apple’s IDE Xcode version 6.0 or later. Swift uses a simple syntax that is a hybrid 

of many languages. Type inference is built into the language, so there is no need to explicitly 

specify data types [6]. Apple claims that Swift is 3.9x faster than the programming language 

Python when performing a complex object sort. The main three advantages that Apple claims 

with this language is that it is fast, modern, and safe. For these reasons Swift was chosen over 

Objective-C for the programming language of this application. 

Using the Swift programming language an application was developed to allow a user to play any 

specified frequency within the programmed range of human hearing. The AVFoundation library 

is used to create instances of the AVAudioEngine and AVAudioPlayerNode classes. With the 

appropriately scheduled buffers a clean and continuous sine wave can be produced. A sample rate 

of 44100 Hz and a buffer length of 2048 was used. An iOS application was produced to allow 

output of user selected frequencies. The user can adjust the selected frequency by sliding a 

thumbnail on the screen. The frequency can be fine-tuned to one tenth of a Hz with a stepper. 
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The power on icon is used to both start and stop the frequency from playing. An experiment was 

conducted to measure the amplitude response for all audible frequencies when incident directly 

over a stud and compared to the amplitude response for all audible frequencies when incident 

midway between two studs. A frequency sweep from 20Hz to 20kHz was made in a 60 second 

period. The sweep was recorded with an H4n Recorder plugged into a 2013 MacBook Air using 

Audacity software. The hardware limitations of the built in microphone are not critically 

important because this experiment is just identifying the difference between a stud and no stud. 

The results can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The difference between the FFT power spectrums 

in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 can be seen in Figure 3.7. The highest peak in Figure 3.7 identifies the 

frequency that yields the largest intensity change between a stud and no stud. The frequency is 

8516 Hz. Note that this frequency created the most detectable change for the wall used in the 

experiment and may not be optimal for other walls. 

Figure 3.5: Amplitude measured in dB for audible frequencies transmitted through a wall over a 
stud. 
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Figure 3.6: Amplitude measured in dB for audible frequencies transmitted through a wall 
midway between two studs. 

Figure 3.7: Absolute value of Amplitude difference between stud and no stud FFT power 
spectrums measured in dB.  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Chapter 4

Conclusions 

4.1   Interpretation
It is very evident that gypsum board is a remarkable sound barrier. It was found that at least 

99.7% of the original intensity of the sound wave is reflected at the first surface. The low 

percentage of the sound wave intensity that is transmitted through does not provide a reflected 

response that is detectable to the iPhone microphone. The low transmission makes it not practical 

to attempt creating a standing wave resonance between studs. The method of creating standing 

wave resonance also makes the simplification of no fiberglass insulation which would only be 

true for some walls. It is also not beneficiary to pursue this method further with such a small 

sound source as the iPhone loudspeaker. However, this method may prove useful in other 

applications. 

The method of creating constructive or destructive interference by treating the gypsum board as a 

thin film is mathematically still the best method to date for a sonar-based application. A larger, 

more detectable, amplitude change would occur if a constructive or destructive interference 

event were to take place. The identification of the working frequencies for this method are 

strongly dependent on a correct value for the density of gypsum board. The density of the 

medium has the greatest affect on sound propagation and determines the speed of sound in that 

medium. Without a confident value for the speed of sound in gypsum board, the frequencies that 
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would create constructive or destructive interference when the iPhone loudspeaker is over a stud 

cannot be computed. 

In the event that Apple changes its policies about what Bluetooth data is available to developers, 

the method of using an electromagnetic wave rather than a sound wave could be a better course 

to pursue. 

Data collected in section 3.4 shows that the largest intensity difference is 25.55 dB at 8516 Hz. A 

8516 Hz wave incident on no stud yields an -87.05 dB intensity while a 8516 Hz frequency wave 

incident on a stud yields a -61.5 dB intensity. From these results it is concluded that the 

frequency 8516 Hz is the most optimal frequency for a sonar-based stud-finding application for 

the wall in question. 

4.2   Future Research 

One of the most beneficiary things to accomplish in the future is to obtain confident values for 

the speed of sound in, and the density of, gypsum board. It is highly recommended that future 

experiments for these values take place at BYU Provo in the Physics Department’s anechoic 

chamber. These values will enable confident predictions for constructive or destructive 

interference frequencies when an iPhone is traversing a stud. Proper programming of a sonar 

stud-finding application can then be constructed. 

Now that a test iOS application has been constructed, tests for the loudspeaker and microphone 

should be done to better understand the hardware limitations of the iPhone. To quantify the 
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effectiveness of a sonar stud-finding application, a comparative study should be done with iOS 

magnetometer-based stud-finding applications and capacitive stud finders. Qualities such as 

usability, sensitivity, portability, and speed should be compared. These tests should be repeated 

as hardware technology develops and Apple releases new versions of the iPhone. It is important 

to stay up-to-date with software version releases to maintain performance optimization and 

customer satisfaction. These tests could also be performed on other platforms including Android. 
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Appendix A 

Sonar Stud-Finder iOS Application 

//
//  ViewController.swift
//  Sonar Stud Finder
//
//  Created by Michael Corrigan on 6/20/15.
//  Copyright (c) 2015 M.G. Corrigan. All rights reserved.
//
import UIKit
import AVFoundation

class ViewController: UIViewController {
    
    var engine:AVAudioEngine? // Engine to connect AVAudioNode objects. Generates audio signals, processes them, 
and performs audio input and output
    var player: AVAudioPlayerNode! // loudspeaker player
    var frequency:Float = 8100.0 // start up frequency
    var isOn:Bool = false
    var recorder: AVAudioRecorder! // microphone
    var meterTimer:NSTimer! // microphone timer
    var soundFileURL:NSURL? // address for stored recored sound
    var aveInFrame:Float? // average microphone input in dB
    var peak0:Float? // peak microphone input in dB
    var totalMax:Float = -160.0 // used for finding peak of total recording
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    var sumAve:Float = 0.0 // used for finding average of total recording
    var count:Float = 0.0 // counts the number of bucket samples recorded
    var slideMin:Float = 20.0 // sets the slider minimum value
    var slideMax:Float = 20000.0 // sets the slider maximum value
    
    // label outlets for UI
    @IBOutlet weak var frequencyLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet weak var stepperLabel: UIStepper!
    @IBOutlet weak var playLabel: UIButton!
    @IBOutlet var statusLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet var peakLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet var averageLabel: UILabel!
    @IBOutlet var lowButton: UIButton!
    @IBOutlet var midButton: UIButton!
    @IBOutlet var highButton: UIButton!
    @IBOutlet var ultraButton: UIButton!
    
    // low range button for UI
    @IBAction func lowRange(sender: UIButton) {
        slideMin = 20.0
        slideMax = 1000.0
        lowButton.alpha = 1.0
        midButton.alpha = 0.5
        highButton.alpha = 0.5
        ultraButton.alpha = 0.5
    }
    // mid range button for UI
    @IBAction func midRange(sender: UIButton) {
        slideMin = 1000.0
        slideMax = 10000.0
        lowButton.alpha = 0.5
        midButton.alpha = 1.0
        highButton.alpha = 0.5
        ultraButton.alpha = 0.5
    }
    // high range button for UI
    @IBAction func highRange(sender: UIButton) {
        slideMin = 10000.0
        slideMax = 20000.0
        lowButton.alpha = 0.5
        midButton.alpha = 0.5
        highButton.alpha = 1.0
        ultraButton.alpha = 0.5
    }
    // ultrasonic range button for UI
    @IBAction func ultraSonic(sender: UIButton) {
        slideMin = 20000.0
        slideMax = 40000.0
        lowButton.alpha = 0.5
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        midButton.alpha = 0.5
        highButton.alpha = 0.5
        ultraButton.alpha = 1.0
    }
    // stepper for frequency selector
    @IBAction func freqStepper(sender: UIStepper) {
        let nf = NSNumberFormatter()
        nf.numberStyle = NSNumberFormatterStyle.DecimalStyle
        nf.maximumFractionDigits = 1
        frequency -= Float(sender.value)
        frequencyLabel.text = nf.stringFromNumber(frequency)! + " Hz"
        
        if (isOn){
            player.stop()
            self.engine = nil
            self.engine = AVAudioEngine()
            player = AVAudioPlayerNode()
            let playerFormat = player.outputFormatForBus(0)
            let sampleRate:AVAudioFrameCount = 44100
            let bufferPair = BufferPair(format: playerFormat, sampleRate: sampleRate, bufferLength: 2048)
            self.engine?.attachNode(player)
            self.engine?.connect(player, to: engine?.outputNode, format: playerFormat)
            var error:NSError? = nil
            self.engine?.startAndReturnError(&error)
            
            player.setUpBuffers(bufferPair: bufferPair) { buffer, time in
                let phaseIncrement = sinePhaseIncrementWithFreq(Double(self.frequency), 
sampleRate:Double(sampleRate))
                var phase = phaseIncrement * Double(time.sampleTime)
                
                for i in 0..<Int(buffer.frameLength) {
                    phase += phaseIncrement
                    let sample = sin(phase)
                    let channelCount = Int(buffer.format.channelCount)
                    
                    for channel in 0..<channelCount {
                        buffer.floatChannelData[channel][i] = Float(sample)
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
    // slider for frequency selection
    @IBAction func freqSlider(sender: UISlider) {
        let slider:UISlider = sender as UISlider
        slider.maximumValue = slideMax
        slider.minimumValue = slideMin
        
        let nf = NSNumberFormatter()
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        nf.numberStyle = NSNumberFormatterStyle.DecimalStyle
        nf.maximumFractionDigits = 1
        
        // if player is off
        if (!isOn){
            frequency = Float(slider.value)
            frequencyLabel.text = nf.stringFromNumber(frequency)! + " Hz"
            
        // if player is on
        } else {
            player.stop()
            self.engine = nil
            
            // once slider is not being used
            if (!slider.tracking) {
                frequency = Float(slider.value)
                frequencyLabel.text = nf.stringFromNumber(frequency)! + " Hz"
                self.engine = AVAudioEngine()
                player = AVAudioPlayerNode()
                let playerFormat = player.outputFormatForBus(0)
                let sampleRate:AVAudioFrameCount = 44100
                var bufferPair = BufferPair(format: playerFormat, sampleRate: sampleRate, bufferLength: 2048)
                self.engine?.attachNode(player)
                self.engine?.connect(player, to: engine?.outputNode, format: playerFormat)
                var error:NSError? = nil
                self.engine?.startAndReturnError(&error)
                
                player.setUpBuffers(bufferPair: bufferPair) { buffer, time in
                    let phaseIncrement = sinePhaseIncrementWithFreq(Double(self.frequency), 
sampleRate:Double(sampleRate))
                    var phase = phaseIncrement * Double(time.sampleTime)
                    
                    for i in 0..<Int(buffer.frameLength) {
                        phase += phaseIncrement
                        let sample = sin(phase)
                        let channelCount = Int(buffer.format.channelCount)
                        
                        for channel in 0..<channelCount {
                            buffer.floatChannelData[channel][i] = Float(sample)
                        }
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
    // power play/stop button
    @IBAction func playButton(sender: UIButton) {
        if (!isOn){
            isOn = true
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            self.engine = AVAudioEngine()
            self.playLabel.setBackgroundImage(UIImage(named: "stop.png"), forState: .Normal)
            player = AVAudioPlayerNode()
            let playerFormat = player.outputFormatForBus(0)
            let sampleRate:AVAudioFrameCount = AVAudioFrameCount(playerFormat.sampleRate)
            var bufferPair = BufferPair(format: playerFormat, sampleRate: sampleRate, bufferLength: 2048)
            self.engine?.attachNode(player)
            self.engine?.connect(player, to: engine?.outputNode, format: playerFormat)
            var error:NSError? = nil
            self.engine?.startAndReturnError(&error)
            
            player.setUpBuffers(bufferPair: bufferPair) { buffer, time in
                let phaseIncrement = sinePhaseIncrementWithFreq(Double(self.frequency), 
sampleRate:Double(sampleRate))
                var phase = phaseIncrement * Double(time.sampleTime)
                
                for i in 0..<Int(buffer.frameLength) {
                    phase += phaseIncrement
                    let sample = sin(phase)
                    let channelCount = Int(buffer.format.channelCount)
                    
                    for channel in 0..<channelCount {
                        buffer.floatChannelData[channel][i] = Float(sample)
                    }
                }
            }
            
            if recorder == nil {
                peak0 = 0.0
                aveInFrame = 0.0
                totalMax = -160.0
                sumAve = 0.0
                count = 0.0
                statusLabel.text = "00:00"
                peakLabel.text = "00.00" + " dB"
                averageLabel.text = "00.00" + " dB"
                //aveInFrame = nil
                //peak0 = nil
                recordWithPermission(true)         
            } 
        } else {
            player.stop()
            self.playLabel.setBackgroundImage(UIImage(named: "start.png"), forState: .Normal)
            self.engine = nil
            isOn = false
            let nf = NSNumberFormatter()
            nf.numberStyle = NSNumberFormatterStyle.DecimalStyle
            nf.maximumFractionDigits = 2
            count = Float(recorder.currentTime) / 0.1
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            var Ave = nf.stringFromNumber(sumAve/count)
            averageLabel.text = Ave! + " dB"
            meterTimer.invalidate()
            let session:AVAudioSession = AVAudioSession.sharedInstance()
            var error: NSError?
            recorder = nil
        }
    }
    
    override func viewDidLoad() {
        super.viewDidLoad()
        
        // sets a border radius around the start/stop button image
        self.playLabel.layer.masksToBounds = true
        self.playLabel.layer.cornerRadius = self.playLabel.frame.width/2
        
        lowButton.alpha = 0.5
        midButton.alpha = 1.0
        highButton.alpha = 0.5
        ultraButton.alpha = 0.5
        
        // sets the stepper properties
        stepperLabel.wraps = true
        stepperLabel.autorepeat = true
        stepperLabel.continuous = true
        stepperLabel.maximumValue = 0.1
        stepperLabel.minimumValue = -0.1
        stepperLabel.value = Double(frequency)
        
        setSessionPlayback()
    }
    
    // this function updates the counter and peak and average values
    func updateAudioMeter(timer:NSTimer) {
        
        if recorder.recording {
            let min = Int(recorder.currentTime / 60)
            let sec = Int(recorder.currentTime % 60)
            let s = String(format: "%02d:%02d", min, sec)
            statusLabel.text = s
            recorder.updateMeters()
            // if you want to draw some graphics...
            aveInFrame = recorder.averagePowerForChannel(0)
            peak0 = recorder.peakPowerForChannel(0)
            let nf = NSNumberFormatter()
            nf.numberStyle = NSNumberFormatterStyle.DecimalStyle
            nf.maximumFractionDigits = 2
            var Peak = nf.stringFromNumber(peak0!)
            peakLabel.text = Peak! + " dB"
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            sumAve += aveInFrame!
            
            // uncomment this code if you want a peak for the total recording
//            if peak0 > totalMax {
//                totalMax = peak0!
//                var Peak = nf.stringFromNumber(totalMax)
//                peakLabel.text = Peak! + " dB"
//            } 
        }
    }
    
    func setupRecorder() {
        var format = NSDateFormatter()
        format.dateFormat="yyyy-MM-dd-HH-mm-ss"
        //var currentFileName = "recording-\(format.stringFromDate(NSDate())).m4a"
        var currentFileName = "recording-test.m4a"

        println(currentFileName)
        
        var dirPaths = NSSearchPathForDirectoriesInDomains(.DocumentDirectory, .UserDomainMask, true)
        var docsDir: AnyObject = dirPaths[0]
        var soundFilePath = docsDir.stringByAppendingPathComponent(currentFileName)
        soundFileURL = NSURL(fileURLWithPath: soundFilePath)
        let filemanager = NSFileManager.defaultManager()
        if filemanager.fileExistsAtPath(soundFilePath) {
            println("exists")
        }
        
        // this sets the microphone settings
        var recordSettings:[NSObject: AnyObject] = [
            AVFormatIDKey: kAudioFormatAppleLossless,
            AVEncoderAudioQualityKey : AVAudioQuality.Max.rawValue,
            AVEncoderBitRateKey : 320000,
            AVNumberOfChannelsKey: 2,
            AVSampleRateKey : 96000.0
        ]
        var error: NSError?
        recorder = AVAudioRecorder(URL: soundFileURL!, settings: recordSettings, error: &error)
        if let e = error {
            println(e.localizedDescription)
        } else {
            //recorder.delegate = self
            recorder.meteringEnabled = true
            recorder.prepareToRecord() // creates/overwrites the file at soundFileURL
        }
    }
    
    func recordWithPermission(setup:Bool) {
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        let session:AVAudioSession = AVAudioSession.sharedInstance()
        // iOS 8 and later
        if (session.respondsToSelector("requestRecordPermission:")) {
            AVAudioSession.sharedInstance().requestRecordPermission({(granted: Bool)-> Void in
                if granted {
                    println("Permission to record granted")
                    self.setSessionPlayAndRecord()
                    if setup {
                        self.setupRecorder()
                    }
                    // send audio to loudspeaker for session
                    session.overrideOutputAudioPort(AVAudioSessionPortOverride.Speaker, error: nil)
                    self.recorder.record()
                    self.meterTimer = NSTimer.scheduledTimerWithTimeInterval(0.1,
                        target:self,
                        selector:"updateAudioMeter:",
                        userInfo:nil,
                        repeats:true)
                } else {
                    println("Permission to record not granted")
                }
            })
        } else {
            println("requestRecordPermission unrecognized")
        }
    }
    
    func setSessionPlayAndRecord() {
        let session:AVAudioSession = AVAudioSession.sharedInstance()
        var error: NSError?
        if !session.setCategory(AVAudioSessionCategoryPlayAndRecord, error:&error) {
            println("could not set session category")
            if let e = error {
                println(e.localizedDescription)
            }
        }
        if !session.setActive(true, error: &error) {
            println("could not make session active")
            if let e = error {
                println(e.localizedDescription)
            }
        }
    }
    
    func setSessionPlayback() {
        let session:AVAudioSession = AVAudioSession.sharedInstance()
        var error: NSError?
        if !session.setCategory(AVAudioSessionCategoryPlayback, error:&error) {
            println("could not set session category")
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            if let e = error {
                println(e.localizedDescription)
            }
        }
        if !session.setActive(true, error: &error) {
            println("could not make session active")
            if let e = error {
                println(e.localizedDescription)
            }
        }
    }
    
    override func didReceiveMemoryWarning() {
        super.didReceiveMemoryWarning()
        recorder = nil
    }
    
}

//
//  Operators.swift
//  Sonar Stud Finder
//
//  Created by Michael Corrigan on 6/20/15.
//  Copyright (c) 2015 M.G. Corrigan. All rights reserved.
//

import AVFoundation

// this function creates the phase increment depending on the selected frequency
func sinePhaseIncrementWithFreq(freq: Double, #sampleRate: Double) -> Double {
    return (2.0 * M_PI * freq) / sampleRate
}

// this function overloads the '+' operator to allow for adding to audio time for buffer scheduling
func + (left: AVAudioTime, right: Int) -> (AVAudioTime) {
    return AVAudioTime(sampleTime: left.sampleTime + right, atRate: left.sampleRate)
}

// this function overloads the '+' operator to allow for adding to audio time for buffer scheduling
func + (left: Int, right: AVAudioTime) -> (AVAudioTime) {
    return right + left
}
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//
//  BufferHandle.swift
//  Sonar Stud Finder
//
//  Created by Michael Corrigan on 6/20/15.
//  Copyright (c) 2015 M.G. Corrigan. All rights reserved.
//

import AVFoundation

// this struct creates the pair of buffers that will be scheduled to overlap and create a continuous 
wave.
struct BufferPair {
    
    let format: AVAudioFormat
    let sampleRate: AVAudioFrameCount
    let bufferLength: AVAudioFrameCount
    let bufferA: AVAudioPCMBuffer
    let bufferB: AVAudioPCMBuffer
    
    init(format: AVAudioFormat, sampleRate: AVAudioFrameCount, bufferLength: 
AVAudioFrameCount) {
        self.format = format
        self.sampleRate = sampleRate
        self.bufferLength = bufferLength
        bufferA =  AVAudioPCMBuffer(PCMFormat: format, frameCapacity: bufferLength)
        bufferA.frameLength = bufferLength
        bufferB =  AVAudioPCMBuffer(PCMFormat: format, frameCapacity: bufferLength)
        bufferB.frameLength = bufferLength
    }
}

// extension to the AVAudioPlayerNode class to schedule buffers
extension AVAudioPlayerNode {
    
    typealias RenderFunctionType = (AVAudioPCMBuffer, AVAudioTime) -> ()
    
    func scheduleBufferContinously(buffer: AVAudioPCMBuffer, startTime: AVAudioTime, 
renderFunction f: RenderFunctionType) {
        f(buffer, startTime)
        self.scheduleBuffer(buffer, atTime: startTime, options: 
AVAudioPlayerNodeBufferOptions.Interrupts) {
            let nextTime = startTime + Int(buffer.frameLength)
            self.scheduleBufferContinously(buffer, startTime: nextTime, renderFunction: f)
        }
    }
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    func setUpBuffers(#bufferPair: BufferPair, renderFunction f: RenderFunctionType) {
        let queue = dispatch_queue_create("buffer.queue", nil)
        
        dispatch_async(queue) {
            let now = AVAudioTime(sampleTime: 0, atRate: Double(bufferPair.sampleRate))
            let offsetTime = now + Int(bufferPair.bufferA.frameLength)
            self.scheduleBufferContinously(bufferPair.bufferA, startTime:now, renderFunction: f)
            self.scheduleBufferContinously(bufferPair.bufferB, startTime:offsetTime, 
renderFunction: f)
            
            self.play()
        }
    }
}
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